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What equipment would be 
subjected to the audit?



Surface Meteorology Sensors

• Temperature
• Relative Humidity
• Solar, UV Radiation
• Wind Speed & 

Direction 
(Conventional / 
Sonic)

• Precipitation



Upper Air Meteorology Sensors

• Upper Air Wind Speed, Wind Direction, 
and Virtual Temperature



Sensor Mounts and Data Loggers

• As part of the audit, the sensor mounts 
would be examined whether the 
instruments are mounted on a pole, tower, 
building, or the ground.

• The data loggers responsible for storing 
the data would also receive some attention 
in regards to factory and card settings.  



What is the motivation and 
goal of RAPMI?



Motivation

• Meteorological monitoring networks occurred in 
order to meet the needs of modelers, analysts, 
and policy makers.  

• Agencies have made a tremendous investment 
in meteorological monitoring networks.  

• The ultimate accomplishment of RAPMI will be 
to provide confidence in the meteorological data 
so that modelers, analysts, and policy makers 
may confidently make use of the data. 



Motivation
• Just as air quality monitoring networks are 

calibrated, audited, and analyzed, so too should 
meteorological monitoring networks.  

• EPA is recognizing and is emphasizing the 
importance of performing meteorological audits.

• The RAPMI will provide MARAMA agencies with 
third-party audits of meteorological 
instrumentation networks.  

• The auditing of sensors and data is necessary in 
order to promote quality control, confirm 
precision, and provide certification where the 
sensors and data are qualified.



Motivation

• By organizing the audits at the regional-level 
instead of at the agency-level, the program will 
achieve inter-regional knowledge transfer, 
reduced costs per audit site, and lessen the 
resource demands on each agency for 
organizing and running an audit program. 



Goal
• To provide a cost-effective opportunity to 

enhance the quality of our meteorological data 
by standardizing performance checks so that our 
networks provide the best possible 
meteorological characterization to our 
customers.



Regional Knowledge Base
• The three agencies currently operating upper air 

profilers (VA, NC, MD) agree on the need for 
frequent, periodic audits.

• At the 2004 MARAMA Annual Meeting, DE and 
MA both expressed interest in purchasing or 
refurbishing upper air profiling instruments.  

• Any knowledge-base developed by the present 
profiler operators (VA, NC, MD) will be helpful to 
the newcomers, but independent audits would 
provide valuable on-site feedback to new profiler 
operators.  



How does the audit work?

Instrument operators accompany 
auditors to each site.  



Audit Methods and Procedures



Audit Methods and Procedures



Example
–

Surface 
Wind 

Speed

(excerpt from MDE audit)

Date: May 14, 2003 Site Name: Padonia
Start: 13:15 EST Operator: MDE

Finish: 14:15 EST Project: Audit
Audited By: David Yoho

Site Operator: Fran Pluciennik

Manufacturer: Climatronics Model: 100075
Serial No.: NA Sensor Ht.: 10 meters

K factor: 1.4 0.1 gm cm
Range: 0 - 100 mph 0.60 mph

Data Logger: ESC 8816

DAS
Slope: 1.000

NA Int.: 0.000

WS MPH
Audit MPH MPH Diff.
Point Input DAS DAS

1 0.3 0.1 -0.20
2 1.4 1.2 -0.20
3 4.5 4.3 -0.20
4 8.2 7.7 -0.50
5 26.6 26.7 0.10
6 52.3 52.0 -0.30

    Audit Criteria: ± .45 mph + 5%
Starting Threshold: ± 1.1 mph

Comments:

Last calibration date:

The factory recommended offset of 0.3 mph (lexan cups) was not 
programmed into the data logging system. No other problems were 
noted.

T&B SYSTEMS
     HORIZONTAL WIND SPEED

     Starting torque:
  Starting threshold:



Problem:  Slow wind speeds were observed due to 
absence of the factory offset.

Resolution:  Verify the factory recommended F460 
wind speed sensor slope and offset (intercept) and 
program the values in the data logging system.  With 
the sensor installed on the tower, verify the sensor 
calibration using a constant RPM synchronous motor 
or selectable speed anemometer drive. 

Example
–

Surface 
Wind 

Speed

(excerpt from MDE audit)



Example – Upper Air Winds

The sparse data are from 
the wind profiler and the 
dense profiles are three 
GPS balloon soundings.  

A simple visual inspection 
reveals the spurious data 
(indicated in black).  

The audit included a 
numerical evaluation of 
the data error and an 
investigation through 
which many possible 
sources of error were 
examined.

(excerpt from MDE audit)



Example – Upper Air Tv

In this particular 
sounding, the 
profiler measured 
about 1°C warmer 
than the balloon.  
A total of 4 balloon 
profiles were 
compared.

(excerpt from MDE audit)



MDE Audit Report
• David Krask brought to this meeting a copy of 

the meteorological audit report performed for 
MDE.  

• The audit was performed at six surface sites, 
one of which also contained the upper air 
profiler.  

• The report is just over 100 pages long and 
provides a good example of what an audit for 
RAPMI might include.  

• See David if you would like to see the report.



Who is interested in participating 
and what are the costs?



RAPMI Participants and Cost
The following MARAMA agencies have expressed an interest in participating in RAPMI:

$79,300Grand Total Cost
$62,500 ($12,500 each)$16,800 ($600 each)Cost

529Count
1---Virginia
------Philadelphia, PA
2---North Carolina
---6New Jersey
---1Mecklenburg County, NC
211Maryland
---1District of Columbia
---6Delaware
---4Allegheny County, PA 

Boundary Layer Profilers10m Tower “Surface” MonitorsAgency

The audit procedure for the boundary layer profilers makes up the bulk of the total cost 
because the auditor has to ship bulky audit instrumentation and a long period of time is 
needed to launch and monitor multiple balloon soundings at each profiler site.



Uses for Surface Meteorology



PM2.5 Forecasting
CART Variable Importance

CART Variable Importance Averaged Scores – Baltimore Tree with Regional PM data
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August 2003

Surface Temperature 
and Wind Speed are the 
3rd and 4th most 
important predictors of 
PM2.5 in Baltimore.  The 
accuracy of forecasts 
would likely improve if 
meteorology from local 
air monitoring sites was 
used instead of regional 
airport meteorology.  
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Uses for Upper Air Meteorology



Uses for Upper Air Meteorology -
Episode Analysis

Nocturnal Low Level Jets
Planetary Boundary Layer Mixing Height
Nocturnal Inversion Evolution



Nocturnal Low Level Jets



Mixing Heights & Inversion Evolution



Air quality forecasts depend on 
meteorological models which 

already incorporate profiler data
• A national network of profiler data is used as 

input to nearly all meteorological models (via 
dial-in to each station and posting through 
NOAA dataport)

NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Multi-Agency Profiler Graphical Data Displays
Data provided by NOAA and other Agencies

The data and consequently the models would be improved.  



Profiler Data and
Air Quality Forecasting

– Profiler data has been explored for use in air 
quality forecast tools.  

– The data would appear as one or several 
additional parameters in regression or CART 
development. (i.e.  4km wind speed & direction, 
1km Virtual Temperature, or Mixing Heights at 
one particular hour or several hours)

– This requires the profiler data to be in good order 
with final QA/QC.



Discussion


